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ACM Honors Radio In Vegas

Where’s Your Other Hand? Gator Harrison (bottom), Styckman
(middle), Cowboy Kyle and their ACM trophy sleep in.
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Brothers In Arbs

Small Market Personality: Gator Harrison,
Styckman & Cowboy Kyle, WUSY/Chattanooga
Few radio stations have a legacy comparable to WUSY/Chattanooga, TN. PD Gator
Harrison, Styckman and Cowboy Kyle are making their contribution to that winning
tradition in evenings.
GH: I grew up with two brothers. We fought, shared faith and always had
each other’s back. It seems only natural that now, professionally, I have two
brothers who fight, share faith and always have each other’s back! We all
come from very country “growin’-ups,” but are complete opposites when it
comes to most things. When those kind of different perspectives collide on
topics, it can only be compelling; not always good, but compelling! We just
do what we love, the best way we know how, and if God wants to bless us with
backslaps and butt-slaps, then we’ll give all the glory to Him.

S: We were nonstop from the minute we landed in Vegas. I’m just a guy who
feels lucky to do a job that I love every single day, so just being at the ACMs
was huge. My poor family have heard the same stories over and over since I
got home.
CK: As someone who’d never been west of the Mississippi River, pretty much
all of it was an experience for me! Everything from a four-hour plane ride to
sitting 11 rows back at the show was amazing.
S: Oh, and we ran into some listeners while we were out there. When we
found out they were in town [via Twitter], we walked nearly a mile to the
IHOP to surprise them. It was priceless. And there were a couple of times
during the awards show where I hollered out loud because of something
happening on stage. I got the swift elbow from Cowboy Kyle.
GH: Obviously Gary Allan handing [us] the award and catching up with
friends and family at the ACM Radio Remotes were highlights. But the thing
I’ll always remember is seeing Luke Bryan win Entertainer Of The Year. I was
in Cookeville when he made his first-ever radio visit. He had a huge smile and
infectious personality. Before he even sang a note, you found yourself just
wanting him to be great. It was just a beautiful moment for country music.
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An Odd Couple-Three

Medium Market Personality: Rowdy Yates, Sunny
Leigh & Carly Rush, KVOO/Tulsa
A self-described radio baby, a station mainstay and a newbie to the format make for a very
good morning show, according to Country listeners in Tulsa. The only thing more surprising
than how well this motley crew works together might just be how well it wins together.
RY: First and foremost, I believe we are all “in it to win it.” The main reason I think
it works is that all of our lives are so different. They’ll hate me for saying this, but
we are all a little weird. I am a radio baby and geek. Sunny is the most rabid fan,
bordering on the level of a groupie, but with far better access and reputation. And
Carly is the Johnny-come-lately who is just figuring out all the fun she has missed by
just now going Country.
CR: Seriously, I’ve spent 23 years in other formats and less than a year in
Country. It has been very, very good to me. I’ve fallen in love with the music, the
performers and the comfortable lifestyle. Having lived in the South and Midwest
my whole life, it just feels right.
RY: And Sunny freaked – and I mean freaked – at news of our nomination. We
were watching the video streams on the ACM Facebook page as they were posted
and were still on the air, so the reaction is well documented. And there were tears
from her, and there should have been. She’s been here nine years and has worked
with about five different variations of the morning show. She’s had her cheese
moved a lot, but has been the constant in a sea of co-hosts. The KVOO audience
really has empathized with her, so they shared the accolade right along with her.
CR: The experience [of the awards show] was definitely cool; being 11 rows from
the stage and so close to the stars. The closest brush with fame I had was sitting in
front of Luke Bryan’s mama. She was friendly and even took a picture with us. And
she kept helping Sunny keep her dress from drooping in the back. Her reaction

when Luke won Entertainer Of The Year was wild. We thought she might collapse
and the yelling was deafening!
RY: The funniest moment of the week, though, had to be the cross-promotion with
us and the Tulsa CBS-TV affiliate and our company’s Las Vegas TV station. We had
arranged to provide [remote breaks] back home and it took weeks to coordinate.
Unfortunately, a wind/sand storm set in during our remote window and my very
attractive co-hosts were pelted by wind, rain and sand during the shots. I guess it
just proves that the best-laid plans can still unravel from unexpected circumstances.
But it certainly made for a more memorable experience.

Call Me The Breeze: Sunny Leigh (l) and Carly Rush speak into the wind.

Honoring A Team, City
& Legend
Large Market Personality: Chris Carr &
Company, WUBE/Cincinnati

Jacknot: Carr (l) and Maverick (r) find Statt at the mercy of a onearmed bandit.

Despite this being Chris Carr, Maverick and Statt’s second ACM Award, the trio continues
to be humbled by the industry’s appreciation for what they do. Respect for early trailblazers
becomes apparent in almost any conversation, as does their gratitude for their home audience
and each other.
CC: Our show is driven by the audience and this award is as much theirs as it is
ours. And the country community in Cinci is proud to take ownership of it. The
mayor actually came in and proclaimed April 7, 2013 Chris Carr & Company Day in
Cincinnati and dedicated it to the audience.
M: To me, it means that Chris is brilliant in his ability to be relevant, PPM
friendly, and to be able to carry on a conversation that will make you want to
listen and take part.
S: I just felt like we were doing our job. Cincinnati wanted this and winning it
was surreal.
CC: Big Kenny came out of nowhere and surprised me with a hug and a big kiss
at the show. I don’t really know what to think about the kiss part of that deal, but
I can say that I’ll never forget it. And we brought our children with us. It was our
youngest son’s seventh birthday on Sunday and watching their faces when they
looked up at all the lights on the Vegas strip was priceless.
M: To stand face to face in a conversation with some big-time record people was
surreal! To think that an average guy like me could be a part of a conversation
with someone in our industry who’s that successful is amazing. I still get star struck
sitting on the floor of the MGM Grand with country stars, past and present, all
around us.
CC: My first boss in radio was a friend of Dick Clark. Sadly, they both died last
spring, and Dick was a guy that I always wanted to meet after hearing so many cool
stories. When Garth and George performed on stage after renaming the Artist Of
The Decade Award for him, I had goose bumps. Maybe I never got to meet him,
but in my own little way I got to be a part of a very special night to honor him.

National Comes Natural

		
		
		
Four years after launching the show, Cody Alan picked up his second ACM in the category,
and says the sequel is even sweeter.
CMT Radio Live is a great brand, thanks to CMT’s involvement. That helps
us with whatever we do, and country fans respond to that. Our show has a lot of
energy and is a lot of fun, and artists have a great time because they know they’ll
have a great experience when they show up to CMT.
That shows through in the submission and the demos. Part of the entry is
demonstrating leadership – it’s a breakdown of what kind of ambassador you
are for the format. And there are so many things I’ve been able to do with
CMT, including hosting the Hot 20 Countdown show and providing morning
news updates. All these are included in that leadership category and you do
feel like a conduit for news and information for the fans. In a broad sense,
that’s how I see my role.
I was here at CMT when I got the email telling us we’d won and had to read it
twice. I was thinking, “What? Huh? Is this right?” So we had a huge session of highfives. I have a really great group here; I always say these are such great characters
and would make a good sitcom. I’ve even proposed the idea to [CMT President]
Brian Philips. It would be a good reality show.
We won in 2010, but winning again is even more special. You realize the first
time wasn’t a fluke and there was no mistake. It’s nice validation for what we’ve
built here, and I wake up every day so thankful for all of this. I never imagined in
my wildest dreams I would be doing this for a living. I thought if I could have one
show at night on one radio station, I’d be fine. So to be at the ACMs in Las Vegas
and to have the stars come up and say congratulations to me, that’s just crazy.
Every time we go to the ACMs, we try and think of something unique. This
year we had a “Boot Box” on the red carpet. We had the stars put their feet in

National Personality: Cody Alan, CMT Radio Live
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Lady’s Man: Members of Lady Antebellum are all ears as Cody Alan
grills them on the ACM red carpet. Pictured (l-r) are Charles Kelley,
Hillary Scott, Alan and Dave Haywood.
a box that had a “foot cam” in it. Because of CMT, we do a lot of video, so we
were able to capture a lot of artists within a 24-hour period. I actually sat next
to Dog The Bounty Hunter and his wife Beth during the show. I didn’t know
him going into the show, but he was a nice guy, although I was frightened and
had to be on my best behavior. He read me my Miranda Lambert rights.

No Fakery Allowed

Major Market Personality: Cornbread, Judi
Diamond & Cap’n Mac, WIL/St. Louis
From being able to spot genuine country or reality television personalities to connecting
with listeners, the WIL morning team suffers no imitators. And that commitment to
honesty extends to listener interaction, as Cornbread and Judi Diamond explain.
Cornbread: Listeners can cut through crap and they know when somebody cares. When
we put them on to help each other or just talk about a topic, there are genuine feelings
on both ends. You can’t fake that. Don’t get me wrong, we laugh 90% of the time, but
it’s the other 10% when we’re really connecting. That’s the magic. You can do that
with radio, and that’s a highlight when you make a difference, a smile, a cry. Today we
talked to a lady who was having a bad day. She works with kids that have cancer and she
decided something we did made her laugh. It’s great when someone takes time out of
his or her day, especially in a Facebook and Twitter world where people don’t have 15
seconds because they’re moving so fast. She was a young, hip sounding girl and for her
to give the love back makes you feel you’re on-point with the content you’re doing.
Judi Diamond: To me, Cornbread is one of the best interviewers I’ve ever heard
because he always asks the non-traditional questions. Nailing them on real-life
stuff gets them to open up. The artists feel very comfortable with him.
C: I was at my house when Judi called to tell me we’d won. I had to say, “Calm
down, speak English!” I was very excited because we’ve won a couple of CMAs
before, but the ACM has been the elusive one. It felt good. I’m an old fat guy so it’s
hard to get enthusiastic, but I was. Plus, a free trip to Vegas. Who doesn’t love that?
At the show, I was four rows behind Dog The Bounty Hunter. That dude has
the mullet that belongs in the mullet Hall of Fame. And that wife of his sits
there and fixes his hair; she loves him. He was a rock star! We also ran into the
fake Toby Keith. I knew he wasn’t real. Judi thought it was him but I said he
walked too swishy to be Toby. I know Toby Keith and he walks like a man.
JD: Then why was everybody screaming at him?
C: Because they were all gullible like you! He was walking in with the regular,
common peasants, like us. Like Toby Keith would be walking into the ACMs
with us mere mortals. This guy was working it.

Bridesmaid No More
Major Market Station: WYCD/Detroit

The ACM win brings an abrupt end to WYCD staff feeling like Susan Lucci – often
nominated but never a winner. But don’t feel too bad for them, as the award is another in a
string of recent industry honors for the CBS Radio station, which consistently ranks top-three
in the Motor City. PD Tim Roberts describes the feeling of getting the news.
It’s humbling. We’ve had a good run and won some awards, but I never take
this for granted. It’s the highest achievement you can get in our business. I
really credit my airstaff, who are phenomenal in every way. Two of our shows
were nominated as well (morning man Dr. Don Carpenter and afternoon team
Edwards & Lee). The station win means everybody gets the acknowledgement,
and that’s a real honor.
I was at CRS, sitting in one of the sessions and my phone was blowing up with text
messages. When I saw the letters “ACM” on one of them I thought, “Oh my God, we
won!” I stepped outside, called the station and everybody there was going crazy.
It was a really surreal week, with Dr. Don being inducted to the Country Radio
Hall of Fame Tuesday night prior to CRS. That was a great start and the ACM
notification made us feel like the kings of the world.
In past years, I thought we had secret weapons that would take us over the top, but
it didn’t work out that way. One year we did live broadcasts from Iraq. We did crazy
things like sending [morning show staffer] Steve Grunwald to Africa. But this year,
I think it was just a great composite aircheck that was entertaining from head-to-toe.
Terry Phillips is our Production Director and he deserves giant kudos for that.
It was a great week in Las Vegas. I did all kinds of fun things, including drive
a Ferrari 360 Scudari with Hunter Hayes. That started the week. The first day we
started broadcasting live, I somehow got into the dress rehearsals for the ACMs.
It was cool to see the behind-the-scenes stuff. Lady A were onstage practicing
“Downtown.” I ended up seeing Luke Bryan and Blake Shelton later that day.
The ACM trophy will go in the case by the lobby. There are some Marconis in
there and some other awards, and we love when the listeners come to the station.

Rock Stars, Superstars
& Stick-Wavers
Large Market Station: KAJA/San Antonio

PD Travis Moon credits his staff for the award, calling them “differencemakers.” It was the first ACM honor for the Clear Channel station, which has had
an incredible ratings run during the past 15 months. On another positive note, Moon
came back from Las Vegas $60 richer.

Listener Stand-Ins: Pictured (l-r) are ACM President Butch Waugh,
KAJA’s Travis Moon and Bree Wagner, and Gary Allan.
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Where There’s A WIL: Cap’n Mac, Cornbread and Judi Diamond (l-r)
hoist their ACM hardware in Las Vegas.
Here’s the thing: The ACM says, “we’ll send you the award.” We don’t
know if they’ll really send this thing or they think we’re old and will forget
about it or if there even is an actual award. It’s a heavy award. I want to
know what it’s made of. Truth be told, it will sit on a $99 Wal-Mart shelf in
my bathroom, right next to the Charmin and a plunger. What about you Judi,
where will yours go?
JD: What, I get one, too? Actually, I’ll put it in the kitchen because I don’t cook
at all and it will stay clean.

They get to see it and some request to have their picture taken with it.
When we were doing the live broadcasts, surprisingly, a lot of artists absolutely
knew we had won the ACM Station Of The Year. Edwards & Lee were broadcasting
live and so many artists came up to congratulate us. Normally, it’s the other way
around. We have so many artist friends who have played our Hoedown – Luke
Bryan, Carrie Underwood, Taylor Swift. All the big stars knew we’d won. It was
like being in a great moment for a sustained period of time. It was like skydiving
nonstop; an endless head rush.

Trophy Time: Pictured (l-r) are ACM President Butch Waugh, WYCD’s
Suzanne Belanger, Chuck Evans, Linda Lee and Tim Roberts, and
MCA’s Gary Allan.

I actually got the news that we’d won during CRS. My phone started blowing up with
texts, emails and calls. Obviously, you’re shocked. I’ve worked at stations before that
were nominated, like KEEY/Minneapolis, WUBE/Cincinnati and here, but to actually win
is just awesome.
I called our market manager and said, “Are you sitting down?” She screamed. Here’s the
thing: It’s really just so cool to be nominated, because you’re one of only five stations. But
winning is totally different. It reminded me of how proud I am of the staff we have. When
you tell them, they’re smiling; they’re pumped. It’s a cool way of letting the staff know,
“You’re legit, you’re doing a great job and the rest of the country believes this, too.”
Our building has an amazing energy. [Morning man] Randy Carroll has been in the
market going on 30 years and is flat-out one of the best guys I’ve ever worked with
in radio. His mind is open and he’s forward-thinking. His co-host Jamie Martin is a
superstar; Bree Wagner is a rock star MD. I’m not saying with different people we’d be
losing, but the people we have are all difference-makers.
During our first St. Jude radiothon last year, there were fears because some of these
people had never done it before, but they just got it. That was the first time I realized
how special they are. We put up good numbers last year, but this time we just crushed it.
Taking that to a new level is special and means we’re touching new listeners. To me, that’s
our Super Bowl.
Here’s what I love about our format: While in Las Vegas, I was walking around the
MGM Grand and there’s Keifer of Thompson Square just hanging around like a normal
guy. I ask, “Where’s Shawna?” He says, “Oh, she’s playing the slots.” And there she was.
The next night they win the ACM Award for Duo Of The Year! Your average listener
would think they’re hanging backstage, but they’re just regular people and running into
them casually was very cool.
I’ve been to the ACMs before, but never had better seats than that. On a funny note,
when Kenny Chesney was doing “Pirate Flag” and we were waving the little flags, stupid
me, I’m waving mine and apparently it was upside down. Then the flag just flew off and
may have hit somebody in the head. So there I am, just waving this stick.
We’re upgrading our trophy case, so we’ll put the award next to our 2010 CMA trophy.
I’ve never held an ACM Award before and those things are heavy! It’s KJ Country’s
Award. When good things happen to our station, listeners are there and should feel a
part of it. We may bring it to events and let people see it. I’ll take it around the building
because everybody likes to have a picture with it.

The Buck ... Never Stops
Medium Market Station: KUZZ/Bakersfield

Many Country radio stations are special, but few can claim to have come from the heart
of country music. With the purchase of KUZZ/Bakersfield in 1966, Buck Owens created a
second kind of “Bakersfield Sound.” It, too, has become a force within the industry and PD
Tom Jordan says Owens’ fingerprints are still all over it.
I’ve been here just a little over a year and it truly is a very special place. I still
walk in the employee entrance every morning, let the door close, and just stand and
look down the hall and shake my head not believing that I’m here – where Buck
actually walked the halls. I don’t know how to explain it. The aura of the whole
building just emits country and pride, and Mel [Owens] has done such a wonderful
job with the staff. Everybody, even sales people, seem like they’ve been here forever.
It’s so strange to me coming from the bigger corporations because I always saw
people come and go. It’s just not that way here. It’s a different level of closeness
and I just hope someday they let me in! I’m still on the outside looking through the
windows going, “Guys, can I come in and play?”
Forty years in radio and it’s the first time I’ve ever been to an awards show, so
getting to watch how everything worked behind-the-scenes was like being a little kid
a Christmas. I couldn’t keep my eyes off the dang teleprompter. My wife is next to
me going, “Will you watch the stage?!” The lighting, the floor directors; I was more
mesmerized by that than the performances. The best moment, though, was hearing
our name called. And we did a staff dinner on Saturday night with everyone, even
clients, and it was one of the most awesome dinners I’ve experienced.
Toni-Marie and Brent Michaels went out and did the remotes for us. Toni’s been
in radio six or seven years now full-time, and she’s still a true fan. She’s still mesmerized
when you set her next to Darius Rucker, Lady Antebellum, Eric Church or someone like
that. You don’t see that a lot in radio anymore. She really had a blast. We all did.

Fun With No Hangover
Small Market Station: KCLR/Columbia, MO

The Champ: Jamie Mac has a Hangover experience.

Loves Him Like Jesus Does: Tonie-Marie gets starstruck over Eric Church (r)
as Brent Michaels looks on.

PD Teresa Davis is proud of her extremely close staff made up of great friends. Each with
an endless appreciation for the industry and an affinity for staff retreats like the one that took
them to Vegas to accept their ACM. After all, despite all the pomp and circumstance, it was
mostly another great opportunity to hang out and have fun.
We not only work together, but we are all friends outside of work. It’s something
our company strives for. We all love country music and love serving our listeners
and the community and we just don’t think it gets any better than that! When we
heard the news, we found an old bottle of Bud Light in the fridge and drank it out
of wine glasses. We still plan to get together for a nice dinner when time allows.
We definitely made it down to Freemont Street together while we were in Vegas.
I still can’t get the picture out of my head of the man who looked like he was about
60 and dressed like Cupid with nothing on but a diaper and little red hearts on
each of his nipples. People were actually drunk enough to take pictures with him!
That was a little bizarre, but the whole award experience was very nice.
The awards show was phenomenal; I couldn’t believe where we were sitting
in the eleventh row. We tried to act like we belonged there, but it was hard not
to star gaze.
It was nice of Gary Allan to be there for the Saturday reception to present each
winner with their awards. I talked a lot with [Big Machine’s] Scott Borchetta and I
appreciate his time because I admire him so much.
We also rented a limo and took a trip out to the Pioneer Saloon in Goodsprings, NV
about 30 miles outside of town. That’s the bar where Clark Gable hung out waiting to see
if his wife Carol Lombard was alive or dead after her plane crashed in 1942. We partied a
lot on the way there and the way back. We had a 6am flight the next day, so we just kept
partying and somewhere in there decided to put a [Mike Tyson] tattoo on Jamie Mac’s
face and post it to Facebook to let our listeners know we’d gone crazy. It just so happened
that one of the guys with us was our graphic designer, so he was able to draw it out for us.
It was a lot of fun! It was definitely like Country had taken over Vegas.
As far as the secrets of winning, just remember its not about you; the listener is
always the star! You have to be real and take the time to listen to the needs of the
community. But most of all, always have fun.
CAC

